Download Oscar Isaac
Oscar Isaac was born Óscar Isaac Hernández Estrada in Guatemala, to a Guatemalan mother, María Eugenia,
and a Cuban father, Oscar Gonzalo Hernández-Cano, a pulmonologist.Óscar Isaac Hernández Estrada (born
March 9, 1979) is a Guatemalan-born American actor.He has played lead film roles in the comedy-drama Inside
Llewyn Davis (2013), for which he received a Golden Globe Award nomination, the crime drama A Most
Violent Year (2014), and the science fiction thriller Ex Machina (2015), in which he played Nathan Hamlet
Bateman.After his portrayal of Joseph, the father of Jesus, in New Line Cinema's holiday release The Nativity
Story (2006), Guatemalan actor Oscar Isaac also appeared in Scott Z. Burns' made-for-HBO crime ...A small
line in Disney’s July 2018 press release announcing “Star Wars: Episode IX” mentioned the J.J. Abramsdirected film would be “the final installment of the Skywalker saga ...A graduate of Juilliard, actor and singer
Oscar Isaac has appeared in such films as The Nativity Story, Inside Llewyn Davis, Ex Machina and Star Wars The Force Awakens. Learn more about his life ...Oscar Isaac is a man of many useful hacks. It is he who figured
out how to eat Cheetos without staining your fingers.It is he who figured out that the key to casual Friday isn’t
dressing up your ...Oscar Isaac says he’s pleased to be making more use of his Spanish in his newest film,
”Triple Frontier.” The Guatemalan-American star of “Star Wars” and “Ex Machina” plays a former ...Oscar
Isaac attends the premiere of "Annihilation" at the Regency Village Theatre in the Westwood section of Los
Angeles on February 13. The actor turns 40 on March 9.Oscar Isaac. 176K likes. Classically trained with an
internationally diverse heritage Oscar Isaac is taking Hollywood by storm. Oscar is currently...Óscar Isaac
Hernández (born March 9, 1979) known professionally as Oscar Isaac, is a Guatemalan-American actor who
portrayed Poe Dameron in Star Wars: Episode VII The Force Awakens and Star Wars: Episode VIII The Last
Jedi.Every Oscar Isaac Movie Role, Ranked (by How Much I Want to Marry His Character)It was the end of an
era for Oscar Isaac, who recently finished filming Star Wars: Episode IX, the last installment to the new Star
Wars trilogy. But his big capper seemed almost overshadowed by ...Oscar Isaac's last day on set of Star Wars:
Episode IX was memorable for many reasons. For one thing, the actor finished shooting the same day as
Anthony Daniels—a.k.a C-3PO. The actor recalled ...And now we address those rumors that Star Wars alum
Oscar Isaac may be taking on the role of Batman. Back in August, there was a rumor going around hinting that
the Star Wars and X-Men: Apocalypse star was in talks to don the cape and cowl after Ben Affleck bowed out
of the role.Oscar Isaac is the latest star in negotiations to join Legendary’s “Dune” reboot, sources tell
Variety.He will join a cast that includes Timothee Chalamet, Rebecca Ferguson, Stellan ...Oscar Isaac's
comments come from his interview with Metro, while the actor was on a press tour for his Netflix movie Triple
Frontier.Interestingly enough, he's starring in the heist film alongside ...Oscar Isaac is piloting over from the
"Star War" franchise to the "Dune" reboot.. Isaac, 39, is in talks to star as Duke Leto Atreides in the upcoming
"Dune" film directed by Denis Villeneuve, a ...Oscar Isaac, one of the stars of the upcoming Star Wars: Episode
IX, has teased that the film will see plenty of scenes between Poe and Finn. According to Oscar Isaac in a recent
interview with ...Oscar Isaac wants to star in Metal Gear Solid, and the director is into itOscar Isaac says that
Star Wars: Episode IX can live up to fan expectations and that filming the movie was unique compared to past
Star Wars entries.. One of the major obstacles any Star Wars film ...Oscar Isaac’s last day of shooting on “Star
Wars: Episode IX” was a big, emotional moment for him but it still managed to get upstaged. RELATED: Oscar
Isaac Says ‘Star Wars: Episode IX ...Online shopping from a great selection at Movies & TV Store.The late
Carrie Fisher is still in the heart and mind of "Star Wars" star Oscar Isaac filming "Episode IX," which wraps up
the Skywalker saga.Oscar Isaac spent a lot of time with Carrie Fisher working through scenes and becoming
friends, so he knew that the relationship between their characters would factor heavily into Episode VIII.Oscar
Isaac is at it again. The last time we heard from the actor, he said fans would be satisfied with the end of the
Skywalker story. Now Isaac has more to say about another iconic Star Wars ...Star Wars mania hits new heights
this winter with the premiere of The Last Jedi, the action-packed intergalactic sequel to The Force Awakens,
which sees the return of a certain stalwart of the rebel alliance as well as the final swan-song of a dearly
departed Princess.Oscar Isaac wants the world to know that he is game to play Solid Snake in the planned Metal

Gear Solid movie adaptation. While participating in IGN's cast roundtable for Netflix's Triple Frontier ...

